Ex vivo search for sentinel node in postmastectomy specimens: should we use a transverse incision for mastectomy?
According to the concept of sentinel node (SN), the lymphatic pathway leading to SN should be regarded as the main and the most important lymphatic route from primary tumor to regional lymph nodes. We performed ex vivo blue-dye SN mapping in postmastectomy specimens to assess whether the main lymphatic tract leading to SN is completely removed during mastectomy. We assumed that ex vivo identification of SN may be possible only if the entire lymphatic tract leading to sentinel node is removed from within the postmastectomy specimen. Blue dye (1 mL) was injected intracutaenously, periareolary into each of 28 postmastectomy specimens. In 13 cases mastectomy was performed with the use of transverse skin incision; in 15 cases oblique incision was used. The use of transverse skin incision during modified radical mastectomy allowed identification of the sentinel node and removal of the entire lymphatic pathway leading to sentinel node only in 4 of 15 cases (31%). Conversely, the use of oblique skin incision during modified radical mastectomy allowed identification of the sentinel node and removal of the entire lymphatic pathway leading to sentinel node in 12 of 15 cases (80%). Our experiment revealed that the use of transverse skin incision during modified radical mastectomy may not be the best choice for breast cancer patients. In our opinion, this observation may be especially important for patients not irradiated postoperatively.